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Titel:  English Test: Australia  Land, people, history 

Bestellnummer: 51002 

Kurzvorstellung:  This test helps pupils to learn more about Australia, its 
people and its history.  

 This worksheet contains an extensive test in several 
chapters. Solutions to the tasks and suggestions for 
evaluating them are included. 

Inhaltsübersicht:  I. About the country 

 II. Some figures.  Choose the correct one. 

 III. Answer the following questions in complete sentences. 

 IV. Which of the following statements is true, which is false? 

 Lösungen zu den Fragen I.-III. 
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I. About the land 

 

Australia is the     of the five continents, but it is one of the  biggest    

   in the world. There are six different      in Australia 

which are called: 

 

1. W        capital      

2. Q        capital      

3. N        capital      

4. S        capital      

5. V        capital      

6. T        capital      

 

There are also two territories: The Northern Territory and the Australian Capital 

Territory. 

Each Australian state has its own      .    

  is the nation's capital city. 

 

There are a lot of attractive landscapes in Australia. In the north you can visit 

      which is also called garden under the sea . In 

the Northern Territory you will  find  the  red  heart  of Australia,        

  .  These places are     to the Aboriginals because 

they believe the land itself has life. 

Not far from Sydney there are the        which are 

covered with forests consisting of       trees. 

Australia is sometimes called "the lucky country" because of the wonderful riches 

under the earth:    ,       and     .              

The new Australian gold is      . 
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